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ABSTRACT 

Deep Learning is a promising domain. It has different applications in different areas of life and its application on 

the stock market is widely used due to its efficiency. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) proved its efficiency in 

dealing with time-series data due to the unique hidden unit structure. This paper integrated LSTM with attention 

mechanism and sentiment analysis to forecast the closing price of two stocks; namely, APPL and TSLA, from the 

NASDAQ stock market. We compared our hybrid model with LSTM, LSTM with sentiment analysis and LSTM with 

Attention Mechanism. Three benchmarks were used to measure the performance of the models; the first one is 

Mean Square Error (MSE), the second one is Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the third one is Mean Absolute 

Error (MAE). The results show that the hybridization is more accurate than the LSTM model alone. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of the stock market, forecasting the price of stocks is still one of the most 

challenging tasks for every investor. Searching for and developing new effective technologies are 

essential. The volatility and non-stationary aspect of the stock market push researchers to find the most 

rewarding AI technologies to predict its behavior. Based on the published research papers over the last 

years, we can easily watch the evolution of artificial intelligence and its applications in all aspects of 

life, especially in the development of stock-market forecasting. Its appearance and improvement go 

along with AI development. We mentioned in this paper the most significant waves that have affected 

the stock market in the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century. 

We notice the statistical approach as a first wave used for the prediction problem. For example, in 1901, 

the mathematician Karl Pearson created the method of Principal Component Analysis to reduce the 

dimension of the input data. Then, other models appeared continuously, such as Auto-regressive Moving 

Average (ARMA) [1], Auto-regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [2], the Generalized 

Auto-regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) [3] and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis 

(QDA) [4]. 

The second wave is machine learning. It is an extension of AI that uses the input and the output of a 

specific system as features to be able to solve a prediction problem or a classification problem. It permits 

a machine to learn automatically without needing to program it explicitly. Many models exist in 

literature and have proved their efficiency, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [5], Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) and Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) [6]. Besides those mentioned, there is a famous one: 

Neural Networks (NN). It is used to solve time-series data problems and has gained popularity among 

researchers, because it can perfectly handle non-stationary systems, including the stock market. 

The development of NN leads to another branch of ML called Deep Learning (DL). It is characterized 

by a specific hidden-node calculation in the hidden layer. The power of DL remains in the ability to 

control time-series data with more precision than NN. It shows its efficiency throughout time in many 

areas, such as speech recognition, image classifications, face recognition [7], natural language 

processing, sentiment analysis, translation and health care [8]. Some of the well-known types of DL 
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models are Deep Multi-layer Perceptron (DMLP), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short 

Term Memory (LSTM) [9], Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), 

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), Deep Belief Networks (DBNs), Autoencoders (AEs) and 

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL). 

DMLP is a model containing three layers: the first is an input layer, the second contains more than one 

hidden layer and the third is an output layer. RNN differentiates from DMLP by a recurrent unit, but it 

suffers from the vanishing-gradient problem. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) was the solution to the 

vanishing problem. It has demonstrated its capability on speech recognition as mentioned in the works 

of [10], text classification [11], natural language processing and the stock market fluctuation [12] [13]-

[14]. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is a variation of RNN. It is similar to the LSTM unit with some 

differences in how to calculate the hidden-unit value [15]. CNN was first introduced in image 

processing, then its application expanded in other fields [16]. It contains several layers; the first is an 

input layer, the second is a convolutional layer, the next is a max-pooling layer, then a fully connected 

layer with dropout, while the last layer is the output layer. 

The model RBM is used for unsupervised learning, which is applied in classification and dimension 

reduction. The particularity of RBM is to extract hidden patterns in the system [17]. Deep Belief 

Network (DBN) is also an unsupervised-learning model composed of RBMs. The model autoencoder 

(AE) is mainly used for feature extraction [18] and dimensionality reduction. It gets more accurate 

results when it is combined with LSTM [19]-[20]. In addition, Deep-learning models have proved their 

efficiency in areas beyond finance. Their efficiency expands into other non-stationary, volatile domains, 

such as education, robotics, smart cities [21] and health care. 

Pattern recognition searches for repetitive patterns in the stock market over time. To extract these 

patterns, investors may rely on Attention Mechanism (AT), Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and 

Wavelet Transform (WT) to reach an accurate prediction. To make use of this type of prediction, traders 

will consider using volume, candlestick charts, as well as Simple and Exponential Moving Averages 

(SMA, EMA). 

The third wave is sentiment analysis (SA). People’s opinion on social media, such as Twitter, reflects 

the behavior and the new direction of the prices on the stock market. By the massive daily information, 

SA has become more desirable as mentioned by [22]-[23]. The core idea is to get from a sentence or an 

article the polarity; whether the sentence is positive or negative. CNN is an example of a deep-learning 

model that is used to get this polarity. 

The last wave is hybridization. Data analysts frequently integrate the positive aspects of two, three or 

more models to create a reliable forecast. This type of model is a powerful tool for predicting the next 

stock-price movements. For example, LSTM works perfectly with historical prices, but the market is 

influenced by many other factors, such as the investors’ opinion and the internal and external political 

factors of the country. So, limiting focus only on the historical data will not lead to a better prediction. 

That is the reason behind combining multiple models. 

In other words, two primary business models are applied nowadays to predict stock prices which traders 

use to make good decisions. 

1) Fundamental analysis: it is based on many factors, such as the company’s evolution and 

performance, the politics and the news. 

2) Technical analysis:  technical analysis depends on the historical prices, the volume and other 

indicators that depend on the historical price. 

In this paper, we are interested in making predictions of stock prices per day using both business models 

by using the historical price and the news from Twitter. By considering the huge effectiveness of deep 

learning, our research is about integrating the sentiment analysis, attention mechanism (AM) and 

LSTM are used to forecast the stock price of both AAPL and TSLA. The aim is to get a more accurate 

prediction by adding the sentiment of the tweets to the LSTM model with AM and using the results to 

support the investors’ strategy. 

This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 is about related work. In Section 3, we explain the deep-

learning model; namely, LSTM, SA and AM. Section 4 is about the experimental results and 

discussion. As for Section 5, it provides a summary of the findings. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Researchers always tried to find a developed model to predict the stock market. Many research 

papers proved the power of deep learning, sentiment analysis and other models to analyze the financial 

market. 

The hybrid model has been widely used in recent years due to the beneficial results of getting more than 

one strength point of each model for better performance. Jin et al. [24] combined LSTM, sentiment 

analysis and Empirical Modal Decomposition EMD to forecast the closing price of AAPL. Berradi and 

Lazaar [25] integrated PCA and RNN to predict the daily closing price of some stocks on the Casablanca 

Stock Exchange. Ismail and Awjan [26] combined Empirical Modal Decomposition with the Exponential 

Smoothing Method to improve the forecasting results. Qiu et al. [27] used LSTM, Attention Mechanism 

and Wallet Transform to predict the stock prices. The proposed model outperforms LSTM, GRU and 

LSTM with Wallet Transform. Jin et al. [28] proposed a hybrid model to predict the stock price, using 

LSTM and sentiment analysis applied on Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE). 

On the other hand, the news is a factor that can affect the fluctuation in the stock market beyond other 

factors, like economy, natural phenomena and politics. The information that can impact the market is 

characterized by two factors: perfect timing and reliability. For example, on June 7, 2021, the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) admitted Biogen’s Alzheimer’s treatment. This information directly affected 

the Biogen (BIIB) stock price; the opening price was 295.35$ and the closing price was 395.85$ on the 

same day. So, the fact that the historical data of stock prices is the only reasonable way to have an accurate 

prediction is not valid. The correlation between the stock price and the news has been proven in many 

research papers. 

Rakhi Batra and Sher Muhammad Daudpota [29] integrated StockTwits with sentiment analysis to 

predict the behavior of AAPL. They used the SVM model (a supervised machine-learning algorithm) to 

predict the next day’s closing price. Mohan et al. [30] improved the predictions of S&P500 by gathering 

the news related to the mentioned index and the historical data for three years. They used LSTM and 

Facebook Prophet as models. Kirange et al. [31] emphasized the idea of the news effect on the stock 

price. They used SVM, Naïve Bayes and KNN to prove the correlation between stock-price movement 

and the news. Abraham et al. [32] presented an approach to predict the changes in Bitcoin and Ethereum 

based on Twitter and google trends’ data. 

Liu et al. [33] proposed a model containing CNN and LSTM to analyze the quantitative strategy in stock 

markets. In addition, Vargas et al. [34] proposed a hybrid model with CNN and LSTM for the intraday 

directional movements of S&P500 index using the news and seven technical indicators. Lee et al. [35] 

suggested a hybrid model called Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCN) that combines CNN, 

sequence modeling and word embedding. The main work of this model is to extract the polarity from the 

news, then add technical indicators for stock-price forecasting. 

Li et al. [36] stated a hybrid model which combined LSTM and Naïve Bayes. The Naïve Bayes was used 

for extracting the sentiment from the forum and LSTM for the prediction. Pang et al. [12] proposed an 

LSTM neural network with an embedded layer and LSTM with an Automatic Encoder neural network to 

forecast Shanghai A-share composite index and Sinopec. The accuracy of the two models was 57.2% and 

56.9%, respectively. The input data is multi-stock high-dimensional historical data. Yan Hongju and 

Hongbing Ouyang [37] combined wavelet analysis with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to forecast 

the daily closing price of the Shanghai Composite Index. They compared the proposed models with other 

machine-learning techniques: Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K- 

nearest neighbors. They concluded that LSTM with wavelet analysis gives better accuracy. Chen et al. 

[38] used LSTM with Attention Mechanism to predict the daily return ratio of the HS300 index, while 

they used the embedding layer to extract the convenient features. Kim et al. [39] proposed a hybrid model 

with LSTM and GARCH-type models to forecast the volatility of the KOSPI 200 index. 

Shen et al. [40] proposed a new model composed of Deep Belief Network (DBN) and Continuous 

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (CRBMs) to forecast currency exchange rates. They compared their 

model with Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) and found that the proposed model performs better 

than FFNN. 
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3. PROPOSED MODEL 

The power of the hybrid model lies in the combination of different crucial points of each model, which 

produces a more reliable and robust model. In this section, we provide the mathematical background 

of each model. 

3.1 LSTM Model 

LSTM is a type of RNN. [41] invented LSTM to solve the problem of long-term dependencies caused 

by the traditional RNN. From recently published papers, LSTM is more widely used compared to other 

deep-learning models. It is applied in various domains, such as speech recognition, sentiment analysis 

and time-series problems. It is composed of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The 

hidden layer is formed of LSTM nodes (as shown in Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. The composition of a hidden node of long short term memory (LSTM). 

Each node value is calculated using Equations 1-6: 
 

The forget gate is:                              𝐹𝑡 = 𝜎 (𝑊𝐹𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝐹ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝐵𝐹)                    (1) 

The second equation, called the output gate:    Ot = σ (Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo)                                 (2) 

The input gate:                                            it = σ (Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi)                                          (3) 

The state gate:                                                 St = tanh (Wsxt + Usht−1 + bs)                                    (4) 

The hidden state:                                                 ht = Ot ∗ tanh ct                                                                         (5) 

The cell state:                                                  ct = ct−1 ∗ Ft + St ∗ it                                                                      (6) 

where xt the input vector, the function tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function, 𝜎 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑥 is the sigmoid 

function, where x ∈ R, ∗ is the element-wise product. 

The other parameters in the hidden node Ft, Ot, it, St, ht and ct are forget gate, output gate, input gate, 

state gate, hidden state and cell state, respectively, at time t. 

where BF, bo, bi, bs are bias. WF , Wo, Wi, Ws, UF , Uo, Ui, Us are the weight matrix. The choice of hyper- 

parameters is crucial for better performance. LSTM has many hyper-parameters that affect its 

performance: the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes in each hidden layer, the weight 

initialization, the learning rate, the activation function, the number of epochs, the bias initialization, the 

optimization algorithms and the decay rate. 

3.2 Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment Analysis is an approach used to extract the polarity from sentences. Many artificial models 

find the polarity from text, such as CNN (Conventional Neural Network). It is used in computer vision 

and was invented to deal with image treatments, such as image classification. CNN model is composed 

of many layers. The first one is the input layer, an input matrix of fixed dimensions. The second one is 

the convolution layer, the third one is the max-pooling layer, the fourth layer is the fully connected layer 

with dropout and the last one is the output layer. 
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Sentiment analysis is used to find whether the sentiment from the tweeter is positive (bullish) or negative 

(bearish). The first step is to get the tweets from the tweeter. The second step is the pre-processing step, 

which is about cleaning the text, because it contains a lot of noise, such as URL, emoji’s, hashtags and 

numbers. The third step is word vector embedding. In this step, the method GloVe [42] was used for 

word representations. The architecture of the CNN is as follows. 

3.3 Attention Mechanism 

The attention mechanism was inspired by the natural-eye functions which focus only on a specific thing 

while looking at the whole image. It was first introduced in the Human Vision, then in Natural-language 

Processing (NLP) [43]-[44]. It also has proved its effectiveness in time-series data, such as speech 

recognition [45]. This fact led researchers to apply it to the stock-price prediction problem. There are 

two types of attention: hard attention and soft attention. The first one (hard attention) gives importance 

to one input element and does the training, which means that more training is required for better 

accuracy. The soft attention mechanism gives different attention weights to each of the input elements 

based on their importance (as shown in Figure 3). The work of [44] supposed that each output yt is a 

probability of the previous output yt−1, the hidden state st (see Equation 7) and the context vector ct (as 

shown in Equation 8), where t ∈ {0; ...; T} and f are nonlinear function. 

st = f (ct, st−1, yt−1)  (7) 

where st−1 is the previous recurrent hidden state. The determination of the context vector is made by 

summation of at,i and hi. 

𝑐𝑡 = ∑ 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑖ℎ𝑖
𝑖=𝑇
𝑖=1         (8) 

The value of at,i represents the weight of each hidden hi, which means how important the hi can be for 

our model (as shown in Equation 9). 

𝑎𝑡,𝑖 =
exp(𝑒𝑡,𝑖)

∑ exp (𝑒𝑡,𝑘)
𝑇
𝑘=1

  (9) 

et,i represents the alignment model, as shown in Equation 10. 

et,i = g(st−1, hi)      (10) 

         Figure 2. CNN architecture.          Figure 3. The pattern of attention mechanism taken from [44].  

3.4 The Hybrid Model 

Long Short Term Memory is widely considered the solution to long-term dependencies. On the other 

hand, the Attention Mechanism is capable of keeping the most reliving information from the input. 

Based on the work of Berradi et al. [46], hybridization of many basic models gives more accurate results. 

The work of Hollis et al. [47] explained that the combination of LSTM and AM models outperforms 

LSTM alone. These facts lead us to combine multiple deep-learning models to get a more robust one. 

The proposed model contains the input layer, the LSTM layer, the attention layer, the dense layer and 

the output layer. Figure 4 represents the different types of layers defined in our deep model. 

In the following, the pseudo code used for the hybrid model is presented. 
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm of the hybrid model 

H 

1: Input x = [x1,. . . , x8], xi ∈ R512

2: Define the attention mechanism model (AttentionDecoder) 

3: Build the hybrid model 

model = Sequential() 

model.add(LSTM(20, activation =′ tanh′, inputshape = (8, 1), returnsequences = True))

model.add(AttentionDecoder(16, 20)) 

model.add(Dense(1, activation =′ tanh′))

adam = keras.optimizers.Adam(lr = 0.001, beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.999, epsilon = None, decay = 0.0) 

model.compile(loss=’mse’,   optimizer=’adam’) 4: 

Predict the closing price of the stock. 

Figure 4. The deep-learning structure. 

3.5 Examination Tools 

To compare the models, we used benchmarks such as the mean square error (EMSE ), the root mean 

square error (ERMSE ) and the mean absolute error (EMAE ). The closer the error to zero, the better the 

model performance. 

The mean square error: 

𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑀
∑ ‖�̂�𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖‖

2𝑀
𝑖=1   (11) 

The root mean square error: 

𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑀
∑ ‖�̂�𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖‖

2𝑀
𝑖=1  (12) 

The mean absolute error: 

𝐸𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑀
∑ |�̂�𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖|𝑀

𝑖=1   (13) 

where 𝑌𝑖 and �̂�𝑖 are the estimated output and the actual output, respectively, and M is the last time

step. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The script was executed in Windows 10 (x64), Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U processor running at 1.80 

GHz (four CPUs), with 8 GB of RAM, 256 Hard Disk type SSD. 

This paper aims to search for new factors and intelligent models that will enhance the prediction of 

AAPL and TSLA. The effect of social media on the fluctuation of prices is paramount. So, the first 

attempt was to get tweets from Twitter using the keywords AAPL and TSLA. After collecting the tweets 

from Twitter for five months using API, we found that the MSE of LSTM with sentiment analysis related 

to AAPL was close to 1. Therefore, instead of being a helping factor, it represents a perturbation. After 

several simulations, we found that MSE in train data was 0.0182478 and MSE in test data was 

0.0269575. The relevance of the tweets that we collected plays a massive impact on our prediction 

model. This finding makes us search for a new way to extract only the most relevant tweets. 

Dealing with the false tweets and differentiating between what is real and fake is very important. The 
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tweets should be from a confidential source. Otherwise, it can affect the real price in a wrong way and 

lead to a bad decision. We found that the website "www.stockstwit.com" has a policy of getting only 

the relevant information. We intend to combine LSTM with AM and add the sentiment analysis for 

better forecasting. Figure 5 represents the general steps used to forecast the closing prices of TSLA and 

APPL. 

4.1 Data 

We collected all the tweets from the website www.stockstwit.com from 07/03/2019 to 30/04/2021. The 

keywords were “AAPL” and “TSLA”. It took almost three days for the script to get the needed data. 

For the historical data related to the price of AAPL, we collected it from Yahoo! Finance 

www.yahoo.com. Our previous work [48] was performed on APPL data; we applied LSTM, ANN 

and GRU to predict the closing stock prices of APPL. This work is an extension of it. We decided 

to compare the LSTM, LSTM+SI and the hybrid model. But, having only one stock is not enough; 

thus, we added the stock TSLA, because it’s in the same stock market (Nasdaq) to see how the model 

would work.  

Figure 5. Flowchart of the forecasting steps. 

The data needs a pre-processing step to remove all the noise. Table 1 and Table 2 show a sample of the 

technical indicators used. The data was divided into two semi-groups: 80% training data and 20% testing 

data. 

Table 1. Sample of technical indicators of TSLA after pre-processing. 

Date Open High Low Close Adj Close Volume 

2019-04-18 54.24 54.96 53.95 54.65 54.65 29381500 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2021-04-29 699.51 702.25 668.5 677 677 28845400 

Table 2. Sample of technical indicators of AAPL after pre-processing. 

Date Open High Low Close Adj Close Volume 

2019-04-18 50.77 51.03 50.63 50.96 49.91 96783200 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2021-04-29 136.47 137.07 132.44 133.47 133.47 151101000 

First, we calculated the SMA20 and EMA20 based on [25], then we extracted the sentiment of tweets 

of each day (bullish or bearish). After that, we calculated the Sentiment Index (SI) based on the 

following equation which was taken from [24]: 

http://www.stockstwit.com/
http://www.stockstwit.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
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𝑆𝐼 = ln (
1+𝛼

1+𝛽
)  (14) 

where α is the number of bullish tweets per day and β is the number of bearish tweets per day. The 

features are: opening price, highest price, lowest price, adjusted price, volume, SMA20, EMA20 and 

SI. All these features are different; so the normalization step was essential. We transformed the 

original data into numbers between 0 and 1 to improve the training. The implementation was 

developed using Python3. These hyper-parameters were chosen based on our previous work [48]. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

Three metrics (MSE, MAE and RMSE) were used to validate the accuracy of the models. The closer 

the value of the error to 0, the better the performance. 

Table 3. The hyper-parameters of the models. 

Hyper parameters Values 

Number of hidden layers 1 

Number of nodes 20 

Batch size 10 

Epochs 100 

The activation function tanh 

Optimizer Adam 

Learning rate 0.001 

Table 4. Errors of the models related to TSLA stock data. 

LSTM LSTM with SI LSTM with AM Hybrid model 

EMSE (train) 0.0027509 0.0026156 0.0003709 0.0007796 

EMSE  (test) 0.0135314 0.0126432 0.0063939 0.0058008 

ERMSE  (train) 0.0480684 0.0629436 0.0198917 0.0224225 

ERMSE (test) 0.1108812 0.1335756 0.0771000 0.0765036 

EMAE  (train) 0.0449642 0.0465490 0.0154761 0.0183373 

EMAE (test) 0.1144399 0.11970902 0.07385018 0.0693858 

For TSLA stock prices, the lowest error was of Mean Square Error (MSE) using the LSTM model. It 

was with a value of 0.0135314. For the model LSTM with SI, MSE was the lowest error too with 

0.0126432. For the model LSTM with AM, the lowest error was 0.0063939. For the hybrid model, the 

lowest error was 0.0058008. We conclude that the hybrid model performs better than the other models 

(as shown in Table 4). In other words, the accuracy of the LSTM model is 98.64%, while the accuracy 

of the hybrid model is 99.42%. We notice the impact and the improvement of the model’s performance 

using hybridization. 

Table 5. The Error of the models related to APPL stock. 

LSTM LSTM with SI LSTM with AM Hybrid model 

EMSE (train) 0.0031031 0.0025217 0.0005482 0.0007796 

EMSE  (test) 0.0127536 0.0107397 0.0033089 0.0032915 

ERMSE (train) 0.0493602 0.0597210 0.0246819 0.0278273 

ERMSE (test) 0.1082771 0.1194630 0.0528034 0.0548668 

EMAE (train) 0.0538247 0.1077374 0.0199947 0.0216156 

EMAE (test) 0.1214208 0.1748030 0.0535530 0.0506833 

For APPL stock prices (as shown in Table 5), the lowest Mean Square Error (MSE) was using the LSTM 

model. It was with a value of 0.0127536. For the model LSTM with SI, MSE was the lowest error with 

0.0107397. The MSE for the model LSTM with AM was 0.0033089. For the hybrid model, it performs 

better than the other models, because the MSE was 0.0032915. We conclude that the hybrid model 

performs better for APPL Stock than other models. 
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As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, it represents the prediction of the closing price of AAPL using the 

LSTM model and the hybrid model, respectively. The prediction of the closing price using the hybrid 

model between April 2019 and April 2020 proved to be close to the actual closing price. But, from April 

2020 to April 2021, the gap between the two curves of the predicted price and the actual price of APPL 

extends. We can explain this due to other factors, such as politics and rumors. This fact leads us to 

believe that technical analysis alone is not enough; using fundamental analysis is also essential to 

eliminate the risk of losing money in long-term trading. 

We noticed also that the SA didn’t have a significant impact on the prediction, because the real problem 

is in the text itself, whether real or fake, a sarcasm or rumors, which makes the sentiment inaccurate. 

We get this conclusion based on our first attempts. After collecting the tweets from Twitter for five 

months using API, we found that the MSE of LSTM with sentiment analysis related to AAPL was close 

to 1. Therefore, instead of being a helping factor, it represents a perturbation. This finding leads us to 

conclude that SA has several limitations on the implementation side and needs more work in the future 

for obtaining better performance. 

Figure 6. The prediction of AAPL using LSTM.              Figure 7. The prediction of AAPL using 

the hybrid model. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 represent TSLA and AAPL predictions of the closing price, respectively, 

using LSTM, LSTM with attention mechanism (LSTM+AM) and the hybrid model 

(LSTM+AM+SI). For both stocks, AAPL and TSLA, we can observe that between 2019 and 2020, the 

prediction was accurate compared with the period between 2020 and 2021. The movement of AAPL 

and TSLA closing prices in 2021 was chaotic. We can explain this perturbation by the beginning of the 

lockdown in 2021, which represents a very chaotic period in the whole world. People tended to spend 

more time on social media; thus, the impact of fake news and rumors is more powerful than in the 

period from April 2019 to April 2020. 

Figure 8. TSLA prediction using LSTM,  Figure 9. APPL prediction using LSTM, LSTM 

   LSTM+AM and the hybrid model.     with AM and the hybrid model. 
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However, if we compare the prediction of LSTM and LSTM+SI with that of the hybrid model, we 

conclude that the hybrid model surpasses the other models. Taking a decision based on the proposed 

model is beneficial, because it minimizes the risk of losing money while trading. The model is not 

perfect, but it will help traders make good decisions about buying or holding stocks. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper is about using a hybrid model to forecast the stock prices of AAPL and TSLA. The 

chaotic movement of these stocks makes the prediction problem very challenging. We integrate LSTM, 

Attention Mechanism and Sentiment Analysis (the hybrid model) to solve this issue. The attention 

Mechanism with LSTM makes the prediction accuracy better than with the LSTM alone. In our 

case, the sentiment analysis with LSTM did not bring too much value to the prediction. Otherwise, the 

integration of LSTM with AM makes the prediction perform better than LSTM alone and LSTM with 

sentiment analysis. In conclusion, the hybrid model has higher accuracy than the other models. We 

also conclude that the news affects the results, but with minor improvement in this experiment. 

Therefore, this issue leads us to look for new methods to extract only the most relevant ones. Future 

work will be about integrating our proposed model into a simulator platform, such as Ninja trader or 

Meta trader to help traders predict the next move of the stock prices and make the right decision. 
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 ملخص البحث:

لعحل دددددتللعمدددددتعم ددددداييتعلُّ  ددددد عحلُّمّ ددددد ي  عحُّددددد ع     دددددا ع تيدددددت ع ددددد ع يعُدددددتعّلُّدددددمعّ ميعلُّعً دددددًعم دددددتل ا

للأ ددددددشيعمعمىدددددد  ع  ددددددتععشددددددمتّعملدددددداا علُّ  ددددددا أعحلُّلددددددتي عأاُّدددددد ّ  ع ّ ع     ا دددددد ع دددددد ع  دددددد ل 

  دددددا عحل ددددداع تددددد للعًُّددددداعيمًمدّدددداعأددددد عمدددددتع ا   ددددد أعح دددددتع   مددددد ع  ع ددددد ع ل ددددد  علًُّدددددت علُّ  ددددد  ع

(ع ا   ددددددد ع ددددددد علُّمعّامددددددد عمددددددداعأ ا دددددددا علُّّ   ددددددد علُّّ مع ددددددد ع تددددددد للعُّ ع مشددددددداعLSTMحلُّ  يددددددد ع 

علُّف يت ع ل علُّ حتل علًُّخف  أ

(علًُّددددددد   ذ عLSTMح لًددددددداعرددددددد قعلُّ ذ ددددددد عأددددددد تع  ع ددددددد ع ل ددددددد  علًُّدددددددت علُّ  ددددددد  عحلُّ  يددددددد ع 

(عُّ مع دّددددرعأ دددددع علّ ددددد  ع ددددد ع دددددّ عSA(عح    ددددد علًُّىدددددا  ع AMحأددددد تع ددددد عمدددددتع ُّ ددددد علُّعم ددددداقع 

لُّمدّدددددددددددداأعم تعُّ ددددددددددددد  ع ا دددددددددددددتل علًُّددددددددددددداُّ ععTSLAحأ ذ ددددددددددددد ععAAPLمددددددددددددتعأ ذ ددددددددددددد ع

 NASDAQأعح دددددددتع ًددددددد عم اذ ددددددد علُّعًّددددددد  معلُّشلددددددد تعلًُّ مددددددد  عمددددددداع دددددددّ عمدددددددتع ًددددددد  مع)

 LSTM عح ًددددددددد  مع )LSTM عمددددددددداع    ددددددددد علًُّىدددددددددا  ع)SA )ح ًددددددددد  مع عLSTMعمددددددددداع)

ح ددددددتعل ددددددمعًُ  ع دددددد اع  مددددددا عم لع دددددد عُّ  ددددددا ع يل ع ددددددّ عمددددددتع  دددددد عع(أAM ُّ دددددد علا م دددددداقع 

أعحأ عدددددددد علُّعمددددددددالهع ّ علُّعتّددددددددا علُّشلدددددددد تع فددددددددّ  عMAE عحعRMSE عحعMSEلُّعًّددددددددا معردددددددد  ع

ع  عللأيل ع  تع   قعمتعلُّعًّا مأ
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